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Functions 

Voting management, seat arrangement and delegate 
management sub modules. 
■ Voting management: 

 Topics information management 
 Set up, save, add or delete topics file before the meeting 

 
 
 
 
 Open topics control interface and display topics content to 

large screen 
 Printout the topics list and information and distribute to 

delegates as meeting information 
 Multiple proposal (maximum 10) voting function 
 Multiple voting facilities available, suitable for various 

conferences, including:  
 For/Against 
 Parliamentary: YES/NO/ABSTAIN 
 Questionnaire: 1~N 
 Audience response: 0/25/50/75/100 
 Score: 0~100 
 Appraisal:  

 satisfied (Four keys voting:  
perfectly satisfied/satisfied/basically satisfied/unsatisfied) 

(Three keys voting:  
satisfied/basically satisfied/unsatisfied) 
(Two keys voting: satisfied/unsatisfied) 

 Qualified (four/three/two keys voting) 
 Competent (four/three/two keys voting) 

 Control modes: chairman control/ operator control/time 
controlled voting 

 Calculation: predefined or in relation to the participants 
attending the meeting in person 

 Register mode: nominative/ballot 
 Validity mode: first key press valid/last key press valid 
 Pass rate: between 1% and 100% 

 Display voting result to large screen 
 Clear and vivid voting result display modes (numeric/bar/pie) 
 Print or save voting result 
 Sign-in before the voting to improve the security and validity 

of voting result 
■ Delegate seating is used to assign seats for the delegates, e.g. 

 Assign a single seat for each delegate 
 Section seating, automatic seat assignment for a group of 

delegates, supports new assignment – in parts or entirely 
 Clear a single seat if required for a new assignment 

■ Delegate management includes two sub-modules: delegate 
information and participants 

 Delegate information: create and manage the delegate’s 
database 
 Edit delegate information: number, type, name, voting 

weight, leader (yes or no), presidium (yes or no) etc. 
Supports individual picture in the database 

 Customer-specific options for above items 
 Supports customized delegate grouping 
 Fast search facility 
 Database updatable 

 Participants: select the delegates to participate in the 
conference from the database 
 List delegate information by group or by delegate type 
 Group adding function 

                                             
Ordering Information                         

HCS-4214/50W             Voting Management Software Module 
(incl. delegate management, 
multiform voting, for wireless voting) 


